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Curtain Up
on Wednesday!
WALDORF DRAMA IN CLASS 12 ‐
AND THE AFFIRMING POWER OF AUDIENCE

Wednesday 26 to
Saturday 29 May
19h00
Big Hall
Age Restriction: 10
More about the play: page 2

In Class 12, the 18-year-old has arrived at the
culmination of their Waldorf Education. The Class 12
curriculum is an immensely rich one that includes two
particularly memorable highlights. These two threshold
adventures are the Class 12 plays and the Class 12
projects. The projects will be presented later in the year,
and the play is now upon us.
The budding, adult “I” of the 18-year-old is just ripe for
these deeply self-expressive projects. During the play
process the teacher is an important guiding voice, but
the real work of mounting the production is taken on by
the whole class who are usually willing to do whatever it
takes to produce a stellar performance where each one
can shine.
The 18-year-old brings a newly-awakened poise and
capacity to the task of consciously exploring and
penetrating his or her character. It is here, in the
expressing of this character, with its accompanying
language stretches, before a witnessing and attentive
audience, that the student experiences and is aﬃrmed in
their emerging “I” and in articulating their more clearlysounding individuality.
Performing a play like this must undoubtedly also be a
hugely triumphant and enriching way of coming toward
the end of one’s Waldorf education.
As a school community, we are invited to witness
and facilitate our young people’s growth – your
support means more than you can know….
― Graham Scannell

21 May 2021

www.michaeloak.org.za
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Class 12 Play Festival
THE PHYSICISTS
Wednesday 26 – Saturday 29 May

7pm

The Physicists is a popular and widely-performed satiric
drama written in 1961 by Swiss writer Friedrich
Dὓrrenmatt. Informed by the Second World War and the
many recent advances in science and nuclear technology,
the play deals with questions of scientific ethics and
humanity's ability to handle its intellectual responsibilities.
Dürrenmatt ambitiously considers the topics of science,
reason, miracles, power, and sanity in The Physicists, a
philosophical treatise in the form of an old-fashioned
mystery.
The play is set in a mental asylum, where police
investigate the murder of two nurses who were assigned
to three inmates, all physicists. One of them imagines
himself to be in contact with King Solomon. The other two
maintain they are Newton and Einstein. As the motivation
behind the murders becomes clear, the audience finds
itself in a dizzying world where the insane may, in fact, be
making the most rational choice in response to a world
gone mad and the police and nurses may be more insane
than the residents of the asylum.
With eloquent brevity, Dürrenmatt’s play reveals the
paradox of the twentieth century: at the supposed apex of
reason and science, and under the banner of scientific and
social progress, humanity became guilty of some of the
most barbaric atrocities ever committed. Recent
breakthroughs in nuclear physics were testimony to
human ingenuity and scientific advancement, and at the
same time allowed for weapons of unprecedented
destructiveness. The Physicists casts crippling doubt on the
likelihood that either scientists or politicians would be able
to responsibly wield the power of science — a message
well suited for its post-war audience and of lasting
relevance today.

Graham Scannell

KG 'Third Wave' Protocol
Dear Parents,
Here are the Covid protocols the Kindergarten will
use should the 'third wave' scenario arise.

LOST and FOUND
If you have lost anything valuable at
school please check with Faiza in case
someone has handed it in.
Latest list of valuables:

1. In the worst case scenario, should schools be
closed:

• A Huawei cellphone was found last week
-- the battery is now flat.

* Voice recordings of stories, songs and poems will
be sent to the children approximately twice weekly.

• Two pairs of spectacles.

* Craft packs will be sent to the children weekly or
every two weeks depending on craft.

• Some cash was found on the Sidefield.

• One wristwatch

* We will rotate the children on a roster so that we
have about 9 children at a time in our classrooms.
* We will rotate our classroom equipment

Kindergarten Faculty

REMINDER!
The Prestige Photograph Order Envelope
was handed to your child last week.
The envelope needs to be returned to
school by 31 May, together with the
correct payment. For EFT payments: Proof
of payment must be placed inside the
envelope. Please follow the instructions
on the back of the envelope to ensure
your order is processed correctly.
Michael Oak will be giving each learner a
class photograph. Should you require
another class photograph you will need to
order the All-in-one or Value Pack. There
are a variety of other purchasing options
available on the envelope.

2. If schools are allowed to stay open but only for
limited numbers:

The above protocol is essentially the same as that
put in place last year during the first lockdown.

Photograph Order
Envelopes

Please claim any of the
above from Faiza at
Reception.

Please contact Claire Walter should you
require any further information.
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THE BIG BEACH WALK: REMINDERS AND INFO
SATURDAY 29TH 8.30AM AT SUNRISE BEACH
Dear Big Walkers, there is just over a week to go before we meet at Sunrise Beach for the Big Beach Walk.
Here are some things to take note of:
1. Please remember to start getting some sponsors for your walk. There is place for 5 sponsors but if you’d like to add
more please do so.
2. There are some great prizes for those taking part, like surf lessons with Surf Emporium, waﬄes and ice-cream for a
family of 4 at Fish Hoek Galley,
Wooden hand planes from Wawa Wooden Surfboards and more!
3. We will make a call on weather and Covid complications at the end of next week and you will be notiﬁed by sms
latest on the afternoon of Friday the 28th.
Many thanks
Gabby Raaﬀ

Download an A4
version of this Big Walk
document and
Sponsorship Form
HERE

Class 7’s Singing while sewing their dolls in handwork!
Watch a
short video
here:
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HIGH SCHOOL BULLETIN
Dear High School Parents
We would like to provide you with a brief update of
some High School details that might be of interest.

Main Lessons in Term 2:
Class 8 - Geography: L Carter–Bolus,
Biology: L Smit-Gardner,
History: R Davids
Class 9 - Art History: S Ferguson-Brown,
EMS: R Davids,
Geography: L Carter-Bolus
Class 10 - Survey: D Wille / T Mulidzi,
Chemistry: T Mulidzi,
History: A September
Class 11 - Astronomy: R Cox,
Eurythmy: P Havranek,
History: G Scannell

Class Tens hold a regular Friday market at big break to raise money
for their end-of-year trip down the Orange River. Popcorn and
samoosas were on offer this week -- they sold like hotcakes!

Class 12 - Physics: E Fox,
Drama: N Elliott / D&G Scannell,
Chemistry: D Machado

Matric:
Our matric students have had a busy term with their CAPS curricula and all of
their School Based Assessments (which are used as part of their final year mark).
They are writing June examinations starting on the 27th May. This is their
second round of examinations since they wrote a Grade 11 examination in the
last term of 2020.
We wish them calm heads, enthusiasm for learning and the joy of attaining the
best results possible for each of them.

Extra curricula matters:
Twenty five high school students took part in the UCT Maths Competition on the
4th May this year. For the first time we wrote at school, due to the pandemic
(and then the fire!)
This year is only the second time we entered the World Knowledge Olympiad,
and 19 high school students took this online Olympiad on 11 May.
The gender and sexuality sessions run by Ron Addinall in the High School have
been extremely well received and his kind offer has been extended to do work
with parents. Please watch this space.

Sheerness property update:
Our application for “special consent use” is still very much in process. The the
closing date from the advertisement for objections was the 30th March 2021.
There were three objections but none are considered to strong enough to
jeopardize the approval.
Our planners prepared and submitted a motivation that this would tie the
property to the school and our ability to sell the property if ever required.
BuildCom asked them to resubmit without such a limitation which they did on
the 21st April putting a small but necessary delay into the process.
We believe it will need another 3 to 4 months for the City to rule on the
objections and finalise the consent use application. Until then, (the third term at
the earliest) the property cannot be used as a place of instruction.

Roles and Responsibilities Review:
College has initiated a review and clarification of Faculty Roles and
Responsibilities including the responsibilities of the faculty chairmanship. We
are in the process of this and sense a new level of clarity that will be helpful.
The High School Faculty

Autumn colours along the Sheerness Road wall,
high school area.

Next Week:
More news from our Alumni

CLASS 8 Geography

Where on Earth am I?
For their ﬁrst Geography Main Lesson in
high school, the Class 8’s of 2021 went
on a great adventure! They began by
creating a unique character, that
reﬂected who they were as individuals,
and as they went on their journey of
exploration and discovery (both within
and without), their character popped up
throughout the pages of their Main
Lesson book.
Throughout our time together, they
were present with quirky, yet
challenging, questions that encouraged
them to think laterally and to view our
Earth from a variety of perspectives: Am
I lost in Space?’- we met an alien and
explored the planets; Is my world
spinning? - we gained an understanding
of seasons, solstice and equinoxes; Have
you seen the White Rabbit ? - we
bumped into the White Rabbit from Alice
in Wonderland and learnt about time
zones; Can you say ‘map’? was the
question we considered when we met
Dora the Explorer and learnt how to
orientate ourselves on a topographical
map; and lastly, How low can you go?,
when we ﬁnally arrived in Cape Town
and dug a hole to the centre of the
Earth!
The aim of this lesson was to orientate
the Class 8’s to both their environment
and to themselves and the feedback
from this fun loving class is that it did
just that.
We shall not cease from exploration,
and the end of all our exploring will be
to arrive where we started and know the
place for the ﬁrst time. – T.S Eliot
Lindsy Carter-Bolus
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The exhibition can be seen
in the foyer next week, on
all nights of the Class 12
play in the Big Hall.
Saﬁra - by Tiara

Olaf: Count - by Holly

(Wonderstone)

(Wonderstone)

Man in the Moon - by Kate
(Serpentine)
Sanctuary - by Ella-Rae
Gustave - by Amir (Serpentine)

Transform - by Mateo (Wonderstone)

(Soapstone)

Ellie - by Meghan (Wonderstone)
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Crafting Update
Dear Parents,
We are so happy that our Elemental theme
for the fair has inspired some spectacular
ideas for craft this year, and we can't wait to
share some of them with you.
Some classes are already meeting to get
crafty together, but for those who would like
to meet at school, here are the official
Saturday crafting dates at school and will
take place at 2-4pm, unless otherwise
organised with your class or the school
directly.

Craft Workshops at School
COVID Protocols
The COVID team has asked us to adhere to the following COVID protocols:
• Each class (through their teacher or class link) must book a craft date with Claire as
not all classes can be present on the premises at one time.
• Crafting can also take place outdoors, weather permitting but if unsuitable,
crafting is to take place in the classrooms and is limited to 15 parents per
classroom.
• If children are also in attendance, they must limit their play area to wherever the
class normally plays.
All Covid protocols to be adhered to according to the SOPs
• A register, thermometer and sanitiser will be available at the venue.

June 12

• One individual in attendance per class must be responsible for the COVID
protocols being followed (e.g. masks, social distancing, register and sanitising)

July 24
August 21
September 11

• Security will be arranged for the duration of the craft days and parking will be
available on the basketball court.
• The school and woodwork rooms will be unlocked
Should COVID regulations change, and we can no longer hold craft days at school,
each class is encouraged to keep crafting either at home or in small groups, following
official recommended guidelines.

Cecile Blake Benade
073 3550 439

Class 3 Music
Lesson on
Wednesday
morning

Short video clip of
Recorder Playing

Short video clip
of Singing
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Class 4 Craft Workshop
Covid-19 has resulted in us having to discover and
embrace new ways of being and doing in the world. We
have been through months of schooling from home and
using online methods, adapting to new ways of
connecting. Covid-19 protection measures resulted in
limited access to the school, and so with the
announcement of the Elemental Fair, we were excited to
begin crafting and reconnecting. Our first craft
workshop was held on Saturday and even though it has
been over a year since we since we were last crafting
together, we seamlessly found our rhythm.
We spent the afternoon cutting fabric for Shwe Shwe
book bags; cutting and sanding wood for walking sticks
and learning how to macrame pot plant hangers. It was
a time well spent with laughter and bonding. Despite the
pouring rain, albeit fitting for an Elemental Fair, our
energy was not dampened. Children played in the rain,
parents created, and balance was restored. My how we
missed crafting. The power of working together to cocreate is amazing and we as a Class 4 community wish
you all happy crafting as we all find our groove.
Natasha and Sam - Class 4
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Class 5 Craft Workshop
A small group of Class 5 children and parents met on
Saturday the 15th to begin making celebratory tea light
holders from clay.
The children really enjoyed getting involved as well and
made some very beautiful tea light holders.
Once air dry, these ornamental pieces will be painted,
varnished and adorned with beads, sequins and glitter.

More on next page ...
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#KidsOnTech
The Covid 19 pandemic has challenged parents and educators around the world due
to the heavy use digital devices. Distance learning has fuelled this trend, as has the
long separation from friends and schoolmates. Innovations such as Zoom and
others were certainly helpful but could not replace what children need for their
physical, emotional, cognitive and social growth.
Today's children are growing into a world increasingly steered by artificial
intelligence. The question of how they can learn to use this epochal technological
revolution creatively, discerningly and in the interest of people and nature, instead
of being enslaved by it, is one of the most important questions of our time.
The new 57-minute documentary "#KidsOnTech" grapples with this very question. It
addresses parents in particular, but also educators, teachers and policy-makers. The
film does not pretend to offer a "silver bullet"; instead, it helps parents to better
understand and accept their options - without shame or blame. It shows how big
our influence is on our children's experiences with digital media, and how we can
address this global generational problem ourselves on a grassroots level.
We expect that the film will be broadcast in many countries because of its
international scope. We are thrilled to be able to show it to a selected audience for
ten days before the TV broadcast viewings.
Please register NOW at kidsontech.film. You will receive a confirmation email and
direct access to the film on May 20th, viewable until May 30th.

Watch the
Trailer only

HERE

Watch the
COMPLETE FILM HERE
(Register ﬁrst with your name
and email address)

Only available for a limited period of time, from 20 - 30 May 2021.

Class Twos enjoy a games lesson with coach Koﬁ Mvumbi and
teacher Adam Randles
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Around the
Kindergarten
SAVE THE DATE
Kindergarten
Open Day
Tuesday 27 July
from 2-4pm
Details to follow

Building a huge volcano

Washing a rope in the flow-form water

Working with bricks and sandpit 'cement'

Raise funds for Michael Oak
every time you swipe your
MySchool card

Apply for your card online at
www.myschool.co.za
or speak to Lynn Kerchhoff
in the Office

Making a magic potion -- the mix includes itchy balls in
the pot and three different 'flavours' of water
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Continued on next page
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Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

LOOKING FOR WORK
Gentle, kind, patient, hard working, thorough, and PHENOMENAL
domestic helper/childminder looking for full time position. We are
emigrating and looking to find new work for our incredible, light-of-awoman domestic helper, Merelyn. She has been working for our family
for 10 years and we are so sad to be leaving her. Merelyn is
multitalented, being amazing with children, an excellent domestic
helper, and a wonderful baker! Please contact Alec on 0741424142 or CJ
on 0842067136 for more info. We couldn’t recommend Merelyn more
highly!

Dear Parents
Please can you send your recycling poly containers to the
Tuckshop as we use them on a daily basis. Thank You!
Jade and Carmen

COTTAGE TO RENT
Blackheath Road (200m from school). Fully furnished & equipped
cottage. R10,000pm on long lease. Fully separate from main house, own
entrance, 1 bedroom en suite, parking bay, bics etc. Contact agent HERE

HOUSE FOR SALE
20 Wargrave Rd 3 Bedroom House R2,895m.
Contact agent HERE

HOUSE FOR SALE
Corner Goldbourne & Wargrave R2,675m. View property HERE

HOUSES TO RENT (x2)
44 and 48 Putney Rd. R10,500/m each, excl water, electricity. Contact
Graham Saunders 082 712 3909

ADVERTISING IN THE LEAFLET:
Donations for Display Adverts and Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to offer a contribution to our
Bursary Fund. Minimum donation R30.
Please use these bank details for EFT transfers:
Standard Bank, Branch: 02510900, Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Adverts will only be published a maximum of 3 times per school term.

DEADLINE for all adverts is Thursday 12 noon
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For the love of animals and what they
teach us - Story and Art online event in
support of CARE, with Briar & Michael
For the love of animals and what they teach us, join Briar and
Michael online, to listen to a few animal stories as inspiration for an
artistic process – by donation, 50% to Friends of Care, McGregor,
South Africa.
Hard hit by high unemployment, the animals suﬀer… Many brave
and generous souls are working selﬂessly to support the village
animals…vaccines, deworming, medical treatment, feeding… which
all cost money. This event is an attempt to help raise funds to help
our animals.
19.30 – 21.00 (South African time);
Tuesdays 25 May & 1 June 2021
In the ﬁrst session Briar will tell the stories, and Michael will give
some guidelines for an artistic process for you to do during the week
in between. You may use any medium e.g., clay, pastels, water
colour, drawing, poetry, writing… In the second session you will
share the fruits of your creative work with fellow travellers, country
and world-wide, with an added creative activity. Treat yourself to a
nourishing experience, whilst at the same time supporting our
animal welfare initiative in our village.
Enquiries and Bookings: Briar Grimley - email

kallosophiabg@gmail.com

Also ﬁnd us on Instagram – kallosophiaexperiences, our Blog http://kallosophia-forsoulandspirit.blogspot.com/, or just google
KalloSophia
And visit Friends of Care - https://www.friendsofcare.org/

REIKI TREATMENTS OFFERED
Reiki Treatments and Chakra Balance oﬀered Beautiful portable bed available for, at home
treatments. All COVID protocols followed.
Reiki works on Chakra s which are energy centers on the
body. It is a gentle non
invasive
complimentary
energetic or life force
healing system.
Release stress, trauma
and heal your own
body through insightful
connected personal
growth journey...
To book or ﬁnd out
more contact Suzanne
on 082530838
Reiki Master Dr Usui
method
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